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Abstract: Inspireart.com could be one of the best freelance Website for finding Work no matter what type of 

freelancer you are (i.e. artist, coder, dancer, singer. literally any career path). This platform Encourages 

transparency and trust making sure that both client And freelancer are satisfied. Our Website connects client 

with Artists. Every Artists can easily start up and show their art on our platforms. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

   Freelancing in India has already become popular enough to catch hold of a large segment of job-seeking, independent 

professionals looking forward to learning new ideas and explore more work genres. Freelancing in India sees a remarkable 

growth, giving a new voice to the modern, hard-working youth from different aspects of Indian society. 

   If statistics are to be believed, India is the home to the second largest number of freelancers standing next to the USA. 

The number of freelancers in India is whopping 15 million individuals, working independently in wide array of sectors like 

IT and programming, finance, sales and marketing, designing, animation, videography, content and academic writing etc. 

Reports hold that one-in-four freelancers in the world is from India. 

   While a major part of freelancer's income comes from foreign sources, mostly Europe and the US, the rising culture of 

Startup and entrepreneurship in India, contributes handsomely as well when it comes to measuring the pay scales. As per a 

detailed study, by 2020, 50% of workers are expected to go freelance. Currently, there are 15 million freelancers in India. 

Again as per some reports, the number of freelancers in India will grow to whopping $20-30 billion by 2025. 

 

II. AIM 

2.1 Objective 

 Artist can easily create their account to show their art. 

 Artist can create their gig which contains their name, charges and skills. 

 Using our platform any clients easily search any art According to their requirement. 

 Our platform create a chain between artist and client 

 

2.2 Motivation 

 An Artist is an individual who engages and specializes in a particular form of art. When you are looking to find 

freelance artists, make sure they have acquired and mastered the specific skill you need. An online freelance artist 

can be a creator, performer, or professional in a given field. While in the entertainment industry, the term “artist” 

usually refers to musicians and actors, in the fine arts industry an artist could be a painter or a sculptor, and in the 

digital media industry, an artist could be a visual or graphic designer. 

 Our website doesn’t only include artists and content creators but also the technical workers. 

 

2.3 Scope 

   Freelancing purely depends on the field in which you want it and the skills you have for it. I have seen freelancers who 

are running their families and homes by the money they earn online. For every different field there is a different scope. Not 

like that there will be no scope for a specific thing or skill, but that it will be low or high. Your question's answer is hidden 

in the thing you are going to start freelancing for. For example, if there is a freelancer in graphic designing and also in poem 
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writing. And honestly work comes easily and so does the money and more affiliation. There is no hesitation in doing 

freelancing but choose your way wisely that have longer scope. 

  

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

   Inspireart.com could be one of the best freelance Website for finding Work no matter what type of freelancer you are (i.e. 

artist, coder, dancer, singer literally anything). This platform Encourages transparency and trust making sure that both client 

And freelancer are satisfied. Our Website connects client with Artists. Every Artists can easily startup and show their Art 

on Our Platform. Artist can easily create their account to show their art. 

   Artist can create their gig which contains their name, charges and skills. Using our platform any clients easily search any 

art according to their requirement. Our platform create a chain between artist and client 

 

3.1 Existing System 

   In existing system, there are either websites for just technical freelancers or websites for just freelance artists. There was 

a time when freelancing was not seen as a valuable source of income. It was rather viewed as something that students or 

house wives do to earn some extra money. However, owing to many reasons, freelancing is fast becoming popular among 

the youth both in India and globally. Some of the major reasons for growing popularity of freelancing are flexibility of 

working as per one's own convenience, higher income and availability of wide range of tasks to choose from. Lets have a 

look at some of the current trends in the Indian freelancing industry. 

 

3.2 Need of New System 

   Currently, India has about 15 million freelancers and they have been significantly boosting the growth of start- ups. India 

is the second-fastest-growing freelance market in the world with a massive increase in the number of freelancers this year 

due to pandemic. Freelancing has always been a common “hobby” for creative professionals like designers and writers, but 

in the last decade or so, creative pros have started leaving the nine-to-five life in droves. And if you’ve even thought about 

taking the leap, now may be the best time in history to do so. Because we have come up with a website that would just be 

in your favors! Inspireart.com is one of the best freelance websites for finding work no matter what type of a freelancer you 

are 

  

3.3 Problem Definition 

   Inspireart.com could be one of the best freelance Website for finding Work no matter what type of freelancer you are (i.e. 

artist, coder, dancer, singer literally anything) This platform Encourages transparency and trust making sure that both client 

And freelancer are satisfied. Our Website connects client with Artists. Every Artists can easily startup and show their Art 

on Our Platform. 

 

IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1 Proposed System 

   The proposed system is developed using Active Server Page, HTML, CSS, PHP and JAVASCRIPT as front- end and My 

SQL as the back end Language. The Web Browser, Internet Connection and Server is Required to run this system. The 

System comes out to be very easy for the End User to operate. Our System Easy To Use for all users & artists. Also if the 

users find any difficulty with the operation of the new system It will not produce the expected advantages, So operational 

feasibility is very important. 

 

4.2 Design 

Modules used in the project: 

 Registration: Artist can easily register their Account to Show their art. 

 Gig: Artists can generate gig by this module. They can edit, delete the information of any generated Gig. 

 Client Panel: Using our platform any clients easily search any art According to their requirement. 

 Admin Panel: DBA has all the rights. He can delete any unauthorized or fake gig and as well as account in the 

system 
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DFD( Data Flow Diagram) 
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Log Process 

 
Upload Gig Process 

 
Contact me process 

 
  

FUTURE SCOPE 
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     Today, Freelancing look a brighter landscape that will continue to light the future. As more and more generations join in 

and unemployment grows, it comes as no surprise that even experts regard that this work culture is here to stay at least for 

the next few years. Though the foreign payment options are still scarce and highly inefficient and though there are no rules 

yet to protect the right of this workforce, freelancing has found acceptance and the future, albeit unpredictable, looks 

positive. 

 

4.3 Advantages 

 Our System is Cost effective. 

 This System is easy to understand and useful. 

 You shouldn’t require any experience. You can start from scratch. 

 This System is the best platform for Freelancer.  

 

4.4 Disadvantage 

 User must require Internet Connection to Access Our Website. 

 Fake Artists can be Interrupt ion in our system. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

    Freelancing has always been a common “hobby” for creative professionals like designers and writers, but in the last 

decade or so, creative pros have started leaving the nine-to-five life in droves. And if you’ve even thought about taking the 

leap, now may be the best time in history to do so. Because we have come up with a website that would just be in your 

favors!Inspireart.com is one of the best freelance websites for finding work no matter what type of a freelancer you are. 
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